Canford Workstation Buddy
Senior USED (001534 - D)

£129.99
Canford Workstation Buddy Senior USED (001534) This listing is for a Canford Workstation
Buddy Senior The ASC Workstation Buddy (also formerly known as “Buddy Senior”) is a compact
interfacing and monitoring unit, ideal for “workstation” editing, programme compilation, remote
contributions, or other areas where a full broadcast type mixer is not appropriate The item has
been used, therefore shows a few stickers and used marks. It is in good cosmetic condition - We
have not tested the unit in any way. Everything you see in the photos is included. Not including
the Power Cable (Unless otherwise stated) Please see our other items for other Vintage and Rare
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broadcast equipment, including more Technics,
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There is no extra cost for smaller items sent by Royal Mail. We will recycle packaging where weDimensions
can to keep your costs and ours down. We will combine P&P where we can.If you are buying Weight
multiple items, please do the 'buy it now' part but do not proceed to payment. We will invoice you
with the required P&P.If you feel you have paid too much P&P, please consider the amount of
packaging involved. If you still think you have paid too much P&P send us a message and we will
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